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Report -

Bird Watching and Survey of the birds of the Thomana wetlands,

Irinjalakuda by Department of Zoology, Chalakudy was organized on 7th

January 2020 in association with “Birders sans Borders” , an organization of

bird watchers and Forest Department Thrissur. Birders sans Borders is an

organisation of amateur bird watchers who actively participate in bird surveys

and help create a database of the bird population in Kerala. The students

identified the birds and took a survey of their number.

The department arranged a wetland bird survey in association with

Birders Sans Borders, a voluntary organisation to promote Ornithology. As a

pilot programme for this there was a seminar on wetland birds on 10th

December 2019. The resource person was Mr.Raphi Kallettumkara, bird

watcher, Birders Sans Borders. He gave a detailed description of the types of

birds that can be seen. He also gave a description of how to identify each bird

by looking at its beak shape and size, colour and distinguishing features. He

showed the students how to create groups and divided the area to be surveyed

into transects. He also showed us how to use a binocular and take notes for it.

The birds that were identified from Thommana were sorted according to

their conservation status according to the IUCN List.

The International Union for Conservation of Nature, an international

organisation which categorises animals based on their survival status. The

IUCN’s Red List of Threatened Species is a critical indicator of the health of the

world’s biodiversity. Far more than a list of species and their status, it is a

powerful tool to inform and catalyze action for biodiversity conservation and

policy change, critical to protecting the natural resources we need to survive. It

provides information about range, population size, habitat and ecology, use



and/or trade, threats, and conservation actions that will help inform necessary

conservation decisions.

There were a total of 24 species of birds that were identified from the

Thomanna wetlands. Out of these the river tern, black headed Ibis and painted

stork were of the near threatened status. A detailed report of the bird survey was

submitted to the Birds San Borders association.

A copy of the report – showing the list of birds found in Thomanna and

their conservation status







Mr.Raphi Kallettumkara taking the session



Students involved in survey
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